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STARBOOKS 9th Deployment Officers Assembly

IN PHOTO: The DOST-STII STARBOOKS team, together with the deployment officers from different regions.

First STARBOOKS In-Person
Deployment Officers Assembly Since Pandemic
For the past two years, meetings were
held virtually to discuss plans and updates
for STARBOOKS programs. In the recently
concluded 9th Deployment Officers
Assembly, held at The Heritage Hotel
Manila in Pasay City on 18-20 May 2022,
the DOST-STARBOOKS convened all
deployment officers from different regional
offices, together with some provincial
directors, for the first time since pandemic.
In his inspirational message, DOST
Undersecretary for Regional Operations,
Engr. Sancho A. Mabborang stressed
that there is a lot of valuable learning
experiences that can be taken out from
this pandemic. First is the realization of
the role of DOST services especially in
the field of education. “Marami ang
umaasa sa serbisyong binibigay natin
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From left, Alan C.
Taule (IRAD Chief,
DOST-STII), Richard
P. Burgos (Director,
DOST-STII), Roberta
Lop ez- Felicia no
(Managing Director,
ALKFI), Higino T.
Dungo (COO/Head
of Operation, ALKFI),
and Maricar Bautista
(Program
Head,
Programa
Genio)
during
the
MOA
signing on 26 May
2022 at DOST-STII
Mini Theater.
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DOST-STARBOOKS INKS PARTNERSHIP

with ABS-CBN Foundation's Programa Genio
26 May 2022

DOST-Science
and
Technology
Information
Institute
signs
a
Memorandum of Agreement with ABSCBN Foundation to bring science to the
people through DOST-STARBOOKS
and Programa Genio.
STARBOOKS and Programa Genio
share a mutual advocacy to uplift
the state of the Filipino students by
providing them free learning resources
and tools.
Richard P. Burgos, Director of
DOST-STII, warmly welcomed the
key officials of ABS-CBN Lingkod
Kapamilya Foundation, Inc. (ALKFI)
and introduced the DOST-Science
and Technology Infromation Institute
(DOST-STII) and STARBOOKS.

that the work we do together
makes a difference," she said.
She likened education and the
partnership between STARBOOKS
and ALKFI to a lighted candle in the
dark. "What I think of education in

general, I think of a candle shining
bright in the dark. Together I know
we are lighting candles in the dark in
the most far-flung areas. That people
there often think they’re forgotten or
that life will never be any different
from the way it is now or has always
been."

The signatories from ALKFI were
Roberta Lopez-Feliciano (Managing
Director, ALKFI), Melody F. Marasigan
(OIC-Chief Finance Officer), Higino
T. Dungo (COO/Head of Operation,
ALKFI), and Maricar Bautista (Program
During her message, Roberta LopezHead, Programa Genio).
Feliciano, Managing Director of ALKFI,
emphasized that education is one of
the greatest equalizers. "Moments
like these today make me believe
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Providing
access
to
STEM-based education
thru STARBOOKS will
help many access with this
often only available in the big
cities. I know STARBOOKS will
help many Filipinos become
ancestors to a lightway.
ROBERTA LOPEZ-FELICIANO
Managing Director, ALKFI
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In a virtual ceremonial signing
of Memorandum of Agreement
(MOA) last 11 April 2022, the DOST
- STARBOOKS has sealed the
commitment of KaISIPan, Inc. as
its new partner in digital education
technology and in promoting Science,
Technology and Innovation (STI)
information to Filipino learners.

discussed. Marievic V. Narquita, the
STARBOOKS Unit Head, mentioned
that the team is willing to assist in
the deployment and installation of
STARBOOKS offline in KaISIPan's
sponsored schools.
Present in the MOA signing were Dr.
Maria A. Beebe (Preident, KaISIPan,
Inc.),
Antonette
"Toni"
Torres,
(Secretary, KaISIPan, Inc.), Eleanor
S. Modesto, (Fellow, KaISIPan,
Inc.), Richard P. Burgos, (Director,
DOST-STII) and Marievic V. Narquita
(STARBOOKS Unit Head).

KaISIPan, a non-profit organization
based in Florida, USA, aims to
transform
teaching and learning
through advancing digital education to
achieve quality learning outcomes in
the Philippine basic education, in line
with the four pillars of the Department With the partnership forged between
of Education's "Sulong EduKalidad".
STARBOOKS and KaISIPan, it is an
opportunity to advance and bring STI
During the ceremonial signing, future information to a wider scope of learners
plans to collaborate with KaISIpan and educators in the Philippines.
for STARBOOKS activities were
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MARIEVIC V. NARQUITA
Managing Editor
FLOPERL B. ABIOG
Lay-out Artist / Editorial Assistant
DOST Region I, DOST Region II,
DOST Region III, DOST Region XII,
and DOST-CAR,
STARBOOKS Deployment Officers

STARBOOKS Insider is a biannual newsletter publication
of the Department of Science
and Technology - Science and
Technology Information Institute
(DOST-STII), on the latest news
about STARBOOKS, the digital
science library-in-a-box.
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lalo na sa hanay ng edukasyon.
Sapagkat bukod sa ekonomiya,
ang larangan ng edukasyon
ang
pinaka-naapektuhan
ng
pandemiya,” Mabborang said.
“Dahil diyan, mahalga ang naging
papel ng STARBOOKS sa pagkiling
ng mga mag-aaral at mga guro
sa hamon ng remote-learning
na dulot ng pinaiiral na socialdistancing,” he added. He also
thanked the deployment officers for

Representatives from DOST Region I leading the morning
energizer for Day 2 of the event.
helping ease the negative implications of pandemic to teachers and learners
especially in far-flung areas in the regions.
Usec. Mabborang's video message was followed by the presentation of
'STARBOOKS Updates and Plans', and the 'Technical Orientation on the
Setup of the New Installer', as discussed by Information Resources and
Analysis Division Chief, Alan C. Taule, and Mc Gyver Basaya, respectively.
With the need to further upskill and upgrade knowledge in order to keep
up with the times, DOST-STARBOOKS facilitated lectures through John
Laurence Domingo, the Social Media Team Head of CarbonDigital, Inc., as
the keynote speaker for the topics, "Designing Engaging Creative Materials:
Using Canva and other Free Online Tools for Better Communication" and

DRPB as he handed over the "CASHama" prize to
Mr. Florentino Quiñones of DOST-Region VIII

"Begin with the End in Mind: Designing
and Executing Communications for
Social Media".
The event was jampacked with
activities from Day 1 to Day 2. Director
Richard P. Burgos of DOST-Science
and Technology Information Institute
(DOST-STII) hosted a mini quiz for the
participants asking them the question,
"Gusto niyo ba ng CASHama paguwi?", referring to the cash prize for
said game, which participants readily
answered.

Ms. Eiryz Clyde Angelique Orpilla of DOST Region I as she asks
question during the Q&A portion during the Day 2 lecture.
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STARBOOKS Bridges Educational Gaps in Carasi
15 March 2022 | By KENT J. RAMIL
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CARASI, Ilocos Norte — Aiming
to provide the local students with
opportunities
to
enhance
their
capabilities and proficiency in science
and technology, the Department of
Science and Technology Regional
Office I turned over a package of S&T
educational tools to local schools in the
Municipality of Carasi in Ilocos Norte.
Two elementary schools in the region,
Carasi Elementary School (CES) and
Virbira-Angset Elementary School
(VAES), received two sets of computers
with Science and Technology Academic
Research-Based Openly Operated
KioskS (STARBOOKS) software, while
neighboring Carasi National High
School got SMART TV complete with
DOST courseware.
STARBOOKS is the first offline digital
library in the Philippines with various
resources on science and technology
in text and audio/video formats.
The turnover of the educational
tools aims to close the gap between
technology and rural schools as
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the COVID-19 pandemic brought
challenges to teachers and students
,forcing them to shift from traditional to
blended learning methods.
During the program, an orientation was
conducted on the use and operation
of STARBOOKS. This coincided
with the awarding and signing of the
Memorandum of Understanding.
Gloria C. Notarte, Principal II of VAES
and CES, was thankful to DOST for
bringing STARBOOKS to the town.
“We thank you for considering the
Municipality of Carasi,” she said. “This
will also help the learners from the two

nearby towns, Piddig and Solsona,
since we have learners from adjacent
towns of the municipality.”
Teachers and staff who attended the
awarding and orientation were excited
to share the learning tools with their
students. “This is not only for the
learners but it will be of help to our
teachers as well,” Notarte added.
Also present during the program were
Jahmai O. Grande, CEST Ilocos Norte
focal person, and Edith Indongsan,
Regional CEST coordinator.
The Municipality of Carasi is one of
the beneficiaries of the Community
Empowerment thru Science and
Technology in Region 1. The program
focuses on improving the livelihood,
health and nutrition, environmental
protection
and
conservation,
education, and disaster risk reduction
management of the community
beneficiary.

DOST-XII sends STARBOOKS to
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34 schools in North Cotabato

North Cotabato — To empower
students with limited access to S&T
information resources, the Department
of Science and Technology (DOST)
Regional Office XII has provided
learners with the Science and
Technology
Academic
ResearchBased Openly Operated KioskS or
STARBOOKS to 34 elementary and
secondary schools in North Cotabato.

Also present were officials from the
Department of Education-Cotabato
Division led by School District
Supervisor Isagani S. Dela Cruz, CESO
V; Assistant School District Supervisor
Mario M. Bermudez, CESO VI; Dr.
Elpidio B. Daquipil, and Lenie Forro.

is here for everybody,” said Mayo.

DOST-North
Cotabato
Provincial
Director Michael T. Mayo represented
DOST Regional Director Sammy
P. Malawan, together with Benjie
Francisco.

The STARBOOKS aims to enhance
the learning capacities of students in
Science, Technology, Engineering,
and Mathematics, including those
in the geographically isolated and
economically disadvantaged schools
and communities across the country.
Hundreds of thousands of digitized
science and technology resources
in various formats are housed in
especially designed “pods” in a userfriendly interface.

In his message, Director Mayo
emphasized
the
importance
of
equipping the students with knowledge.
“It is important to give the youth
of today the right equipment
suitable in today’s fast-paced and
technology-driven era, STARBOOKS

The STARBOOKS Orientation and
User’s Training was part of the
STARBOOKS turnover to capacitate
its beneficiaries in operating and
maintaining the pods.

The said schools were the latest
beneficiaries of the science-in-a-box
learning pods. About 75 representatives
from the schools participated in the
STARBOOKS Orientation and User’s
Training held recently at the FCG
Catering and Function Hall, Binoligan,
Kidapawan City, North Cotabato.

Lanao Kapanglao Integrated School, bagong site ng STARBOOKS
SARANGANI — Isang paaralan mula
sa Sarangani ang ipinagkalooban ng
Science and Technology Academic
Research-Based Openly Operated
KioskS
o
STARBOOKS
upang
makatulong sa mga mag-aaral na
maging dalubhasa sa larangan ng
science and technology.

isang yunit ng STARBOOKS mula sa geographically-isolated na komunidad
Department of Science and Technology at paaralan.
Regional Office XII.
Malugod na tinanggap ni Jeklenn M.
Ang STARBOOKS ay naglalayong Quirobin, school head ng LKIS, ang
palakasin ang kakayahan ng mga STARBOOKS kasama ang Education
mag-aaral sa larangan ng science, Program Supervisor for Science na si
Norma P. Rendon mula kay DOST-XII
technology, and innovation. Ang
Officer-In-Charge For. Nabil A. Hadyi
Ang Lanao Kapanglao Integrated STARBOOKS ay angkop na kagamitan Yassin.
School (LKIS) ay nakatanggap ng sa pag-aaral lalo na ang mga nasa
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Responding to the call,

DOST-XII spurs education in conflict areas
hard to be in step with
technology and learning.
They had to frequently go
to the community’s central
area to connect to a “pisowifi” with a deplorable
slow internet to access
their learning resources.
This unwieldy task opened
up
another
problem
as transportation is as
difficult as connecting to
the internet.

GENERAL
SANTOS
CITY
—
Heavy rains and challenging terrain
could never stop the Department of
Science and Technology (DOST)
from responding to the call of duty as
it brings technology in the hopes of
spurring learning in communities with
continuing armed conflicts.
One such community is in San Jose,
a barangay located In the outskirts of
the city of General Santos with 14,000
residents, mostly belonging to the
B’laan tribe.
For many years, many of these areas
have no reliable internet connections
and gadgets. Students struggled to
keep up with their studies.
With their laid-back, simple lifestyle,
students in this community found it
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event parents during the simple turnover ceremony at the Datal Salvan
High School, Purok Datal Salvan, Brgy.
San Jose, General Santos City.
In his message, Malawan proudly
shared the features of STARBOOKS
as it does not require an internet
connection to do research. “Maayo
gyud kaayu nga naay STARBOOKS
diri, kay makatabang kini sa inyung
mga estudyante na maka research
na dili na magkinahanglan ug internet
connection.”

Knowing
these
predicaments,
DOST- In turn, the community expressed their
XII
Regional
Director appreciation to DOST-XII and assured
Sammy
Malawan
the DOST regional head
did not hesitate to "STARBOOKS is not only that STARBOOKS will be
travel to the town of for education [purposes], fully used by the students
Datal Salvan, one of but is also a good source and the community.
the
Geographically for livelihood ideas and
Isolated
and audio-visual tutorials.”
In one of the discussions
Disadvantaged Areas
arising from the turnover,
(GIDA) at the height of Ramadan, a resident of Datal Salvan shared that it
the Islamic tradition of fasting. In his “never [came to] our minds that DOST
mind, a 30-minute grueling journey would think of Datal Salvan and other
is nothing compared to the impact of sitio of Brgy. San Jose as one of their
STARBOOKS in the community, which recipients. Thank you so much DOST.”
would mean learning improvements for
students and innovation for teachers For DOST, its invaluable service to the
as they pursue a technology-driven public, particularly to those in the fareducation.
flung areas of the country is magnified
as it touches the very essence of
Malawan, together with Provincial public service; responding to the needs
Director Officer-In-Charge Nabil A. of the people through science and
Hadji Yassin, introduced the “library-in- technology.
a-box” to the teachers, students, and
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Pangasinan town seals DOST partnership
to boost S&T learning

Memorandum of Understanding at the
Municipal Conference Hall last 8 April
2022 between Asingan and DOST
Pangasinan, the three STARBOOKS
units were formally installed. An
orientation and training were also
conducted by Mary Ann Belen, the
STARBOOKS Regional Deployment
Officer, to capacitate the personnel
who will ensure that the pods will run
accordingly when used by students.
ASINGAN, Pangasinan — The Local
Government of Asingan, Pangasinan,
led by its local chief executive Carlos
F. Lopez, Jr., has partnered with
the Department of Science and
Technology Regional Office I (DOST-I)
through DOST Pangasinan to acquire
the STARBOOKS, a library-in-a-box.

aims to provide science, technology,
and innovation-based content in
various formats to students and
other constituents in geographically
isolated schools and underdeveloped
communities throughout the country.
It contains hundreds of thousands
of digitized science and technology
resources in various formats, contained
STARBOOKS is a stand-alone S&T in especially designed pods in a userinformation resource pod designed to friendly interface.
reach those with limited or no access
to S&T information resources. It Right after the signing of the

Officials from the Department of
Education Asingan District led by
District Supervisor, Dr. Rosalina
B. Saguiped, Giovannie Catura,
principals, and school representatives
from Asingan were present during the
entire turnover ceremony.
STARBOOKS is among the DOST
initiatives to augment STEM proficiency
among students in the elementary and
secondary levels of education.

STARBOOKS, Labeled as the Country’s First Science “Library-In-A-Box”,

Paved Its Way to the Locality of Itbayat
ITBAYAT, Batanes — The country’s
first stand-alone digital “library-ina-box” made its way to Itbayat, the
northernmost island of Batanes.
The Department of Science and
Technology-Batanes
through
the
assistance of the DOST Regional
Office II turned over one unit of the
Science and Technology Academic
and
Research-Based
Openly
Operated KioskS or STARBOOKS to
the Municipal Agriculture Office (MAO)
of Itbayat, Batanes.
DOST-Batanes
conducted
the orientation and training on
STARBOOKS to ensure sustainability
and optimal use for students, faculty
personnel, and even farmers who may
want to learn new farming techniques
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and food processing among others.
Aside from its offline version,
STARBOOKS has its online version
and quiz applications to widen its user
base and learning tools.
The said training was participated
by the staff of the MAO headed
by Municipal Agriculturist Donabel
Gulaga, Science and Math teachers
including the DRRM focal person,
and librarian of the Itbayat National
Agricultural High School.
With its innovation and value-adding
features, the teachers from the
aforementioned school were enticed to
acquire their own STARBOOKS in the
coming years.

PHL tuna capital welcomes STARBOOKS
to collaborate and proactive role in
bringing science, technology, and
innovation to the grassroots.
Present during the signing were the
DEPED-GenSan
officials
headed
by
Assistant
Schools
Division
Superintendent Dr. Carlos G. Susarno,
CESE, and top officials that included
Curriculum Implementation Division
(CID) Chief Juliet F. Lastimosa and
Education Program Supervisors (EPS),
Edilbert A. Reyes (Science), Sally
A. Palomo, (Learning Resources),
Dr. Luzviminda R. Loreno (Values
Education) and Senior Education
Program Specialist-RMN Herven A.
Allado.

GENERAL
SANTOS
CITY
—
“Imagine teachers using their
laptops, flashing STARBOOKS
contents on the TV screen while
delivering their lectures to the
students. What a wonderful
sight!” This was how the Department
of Education-General Santos School
Division Superintendent Romelito
G. Flores, CESO V, has visualized
with excitement about the upcoming
collaboration with the Department of
Science and Technology (DOST) that
will bring STARBOOKS to the city of
General Santos.
DOST-XII Regional Director Sammy P.
Malawan and Dr. Flores recently signed

the Memorandum of Understanding at
the Division Office, DEPED-Gensan in
General Santos City that will formally
launch STARBOOKS in the city.
In his message, Malawan highlighted
STARBOOKS as the first in the
country to contain thousands of S&T
information housed in an offline,
stand-alone kiosk developed by
DOST-Science
and
Technology
Information Institute.

Meanwhile, Susarno assured Malawan
that the education department will
immediately set in motion the needed
preparations for the implementation
of the partnership in time for the
resumption of the face-to-face classes.

STARBOOKS
in Tubo, Abra

He further elaborated on its features
and how it can augment students’
STEM proficiency. Malawan also
conveyed his gratitude to Dr. Flores
for accepting DOST’s invitation

TUBO, Abra — The Science and
Technology Academic and ResearchBased Openly Operated KioskS
(STARBOOKS) developed by DOSTSTII is an offline S&T information kiosk
that is perfectly designed for schools
in the Geographically Isolated and
Disadvantaged Areas.
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38 STARBOOKS ipagkakaloob sa S. Kudarat
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komunidad sa pamamagitan ng iba’t
ibang teknolohiya at kaalaman na
magsusulong ng pag-unlad nito.
Ang CEST ay may limang key entry
points na kinabibilangan ng Livelihood
and Enterprise, Health and Nutrition,
Basic Education and Literacy, Water
and Sanitation, at Disaster and Risk
Reduction and Climate Change
Adaptation.

N
E
W
S
Sultan Kudarat — Mainit ang
pagtanggap
sa
Science
and
Technology
Academic
Research
Based Openly Operated KioskS
o STARBOOKS ng Department of
Science and Technology (DOST) mula
sa pamunuan ng 38 na mababang
paaralan sa probinsya ng Sultan
Kudarat.
Ito ay kasabay ng paglagda ng
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
sa pagitan ng DOST Regional Office
XII sa pangunguna ni Regional Director
Sammy P. Malawan at School Division
Superintendent Leonardo M. Balala,
Department
of
Education-Sultan
Kudarat na ginanap sa Philippine
National Halal Laboratory and Science
Center (PNHLSC) sa lungsod ng
Koronadal sa Timog Cotabato.
Ang STARBOOKS ay ang stand-
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Ito ay isang pagtugon ng DOST
sa
pangkalahatang
pamamaraan
ng pagsuporta sa kampanya ng
pamahalaan para wakasan ang lokal
na paghihimagsik o End of Local
Communist Armed Conflict (ELCAC) na
karaniwang kinasasangkutan ng mga
nasa laylayan ng lipunan gaya ng mga
alone kiosk at kilala rin bilang “offline magsasaka, mga kababaihan at mga
library-in-a-box” na naglalaman ng katutubong IPs.
iba’t ibang digitized S&T information
sa text, video, at audio format sa isang Samantala,
lubos
naman
ang
espesyal na idinisenyong pod. Ang mga pagpahayag ng pasasalamat ni
impormasyong nakapaloob sa mga Leonardo M. Balala, School Division
pod ay hindi kinakailangan ng internet Superintendent,
DepEd-Sultan
connection kaya ito ay naaayong Kudarat sa pamamahagi ng DOSTgamitin sa mga lugar na may mahinang XII ng STARBOOKS. Aniya, ang
signal ng internet.
teknolohiya ay napakalaking tulong
sa pagpapabuti sa mga mag-aaral
Sa kanyang mensahe, binigyang- upang maisakatuparan ang “Better
diin ni Malawan ang kahalagahan ng Philippines, Better World.” Dagdag
STARBOOKS sa mga mag-aaral lalo pa niya na ang natanggap na tulong
na sa mga tinaguriang Geographically ay para sa kinabukasan ng mga
Isolated and Disadvantaged Area o kabataang Filipino at Sultan Kudarat.
GIDA.
“Masaya ako na ang partnership natin
Ang pamamahagi ng STARBOOKS ay makatutulong sa ating mapagbuti
ay naaayon sa Basic Education ang buhay ng ating mga mag-aaral,”
and Literacy na siyang ikatlong Key ani Balala. “Salamat sa DOST na
Entry Point ng programang CEST kasama sa pagbibigay ng quality basic
o Community Empowerment Thru education sa ating mga kabataan.
Science and Technology. Dagdag Sisiguraduhin natin na pagyayamanin
pa niya, tinatayang nasa mahigit- natin ang handog sa atin upang
kumulang na 150 yunit ng STARBOOKS mapagbuti natin ang buhay ng ating
ang naipamahagi na ng DOST-XII sa mamamayan,” pagtatapos ni Balala.
buong rehiyon.
Kasama rin sa nasabing aktibidad sina
Ang nasabing bilang ay inaasahang Engr. Szalinah S. Mercado, Supervising
tataas pa at madadagdagan ang bilang SRS/OIC-TSD, DOST-XII, Zenaida D.
sa mga susunod na panahon.
Guiano, Provincial Director, Sultan
Kudarat, Richard Fernandez, ITO I,
Ang CEST ay isa sa mga pangunahing DepEd-Sultan Kudarat Division, at iba
programa ng DOST na naglalayong pang mga kawani mula DOST-XII.
matulungan
ang
iba’t
ibang

Pangasinan school adopts STARBOOKS
R
E
G
I
O
N
A
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Pangasinan — The Department of
Science and Technology Regional
Office I through DOST–Pangasinan
recently installed the Science
and Technology Academic and
Research-Based Openly Operated
KioskS (STARBOOKS) at San Jose
Elementary
School,
Natividad,
Pangasinan.
Carmi Valen P. Andaya, Head
Teacher of the San Jose Elementary
School, received the STARBOOKS
on behalf of the school administration.
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STARBOOKS is a stand-alone S&T
information resource tool designed to
reach those with limited or no access
to S&T information resources. It aims
to provide science, technology, and
innovation content in various formats
to students and other constituents in
geographically isolated communities
across the country.
It contains thousands of digitized
science and technology resources in
various formats (text and video/audio)
placed in specially designed “pods” for
easier access.

Currently, STARBOOKS has been
adopted by 14 schools in Natividad,
Pangasinan, including public and
private elementary schools and high
schools.

STARBOOKS is one of DOSTI’s ongoing programs to empower
and deliver science and technology
innovations to geographically isolated
and disadvantaged areas.

Baguio library connects with STARBOOKS
24 February 2022 | By JOANA C. DOLIPAS, Baguio City Library

Another STARBOOKS site will be
included as the Department of Science
and Technology (DOST) rolls out the
library-in-a-box at the Baguio City
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Public Library.
S TA R B O O K S
or
the
Science
and
Technology
Academic ResearchBased
Openly
Operated
Kiosks
is an offline, free
S&T
educational
resource pod for
students. Developed
by
the
Science
and
Technology
Information Institute,
it contains thousands
of digitized S&T information resources
including books, journals, scientific

research, and technical publications,
among others. It also contains
livelihood videos for users who are in
search of livelihood opportunities and
technical knowledge.
Users have two ways to access the
information through STARBOOKS.
One is by visiting the Internet Section of
the Baguio City Public Library located
at Burnham Park and the second
is by creating an account at https://
www.starbooks.ph/login to access
thousands of information curated by
DOST-STII.
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STARBOOKS

STARBOOKS reaches out to Zambales schools

Pampanga — The deployment and
orientation on STARBOOKS were
held at the Camias High School for
faculty personnel led by Department
of Science and Technology Provincial
Director Mary Michelle Quiambao.

Zambales — The Department
of Science and Technology
Regional Office III awarded 10
STARBOOKS packages to five
beneficiary schools during the
launching of the Digital Library
at San Guillermo National High
School covered court.

in Pampanga

STARBOOKS or the Science and
Technology Academic and ResearchBased Openly Operated Kiosks was
developed by DOST-Science and
Technology Information Institute as
an offline, stand-alone information
kiosk of thousands of science and
technology information. The innovation
is even more relevant to schools and
communities in geographically isolated
and disadvantaged areas.

Among the school beneficiaries
were the Chiang Chio Te
Memorial
Aeta
School,
Dalanawan Elementary School,
and San Marcelino National
High School.
These schools, located far from
the town proper, have poor internet
connections and limited electronic
devices for use by hundreds of
Indigenous People.
STARBOOKS or the Science and
Technology Academic and ResearchBased
Openly-Operated
KioskS
provides digitized S&T resources that
can be accessed in remote locations
with no internet connections.
The rollout is expected to spur interest
among students and enable them to
widen their knowledge in science,
technology, and mathematics. It is
also hoped that faculty personnel
could benefit from STARBOOKS by

encouraging them to be innovative in
teaching.
The event was attended by Leysander
P. Aquino, Project Coordinator; Tristan
Jay Fulgeras, District Coordinating
Principal; Bernardita D. Montevirgen,
Zambales Provincial Science and
Technology Director; Dr. Josephine L.
Raguini, Principal III - San Guillermo
National High School; Benedic B.
Flores, Head Teacher - Chiang
Chio Te Memorial Aeta School, and
representatives from Linusungan
Elementray
School,
Dalanawan
Elementary Schools, San Marcelino
National High School, and Tarlac
Agricultural University.

PCU gets a walkthrough
of STARBOOKS

MANILA — The Philippine Christian
University library gets the Science and
Technology Academic and ResearchBased
Openly-Operated
KioskS
Online or STARBOOKS, a free S&T
educational resource aimed to provide
thousands of information on science
in various formats to enhance the
country’s proficiency in science and
mathematics.
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STARBOOKS: A bridge to S&T information
school beneficiaries from District 1 of
the province of Nueva Ecija.

Nueva Ecija — As support from a
legislator continues to flow for the
Community
Empowerment
thru
Science and Technology (CEST)
Program by the Department of
Science and Technology (DOST),
many schools continue to benefit as
the science department installs more
digital science libraries in Region III.
Dubbed as STARBOOKS or the
Science and Technology Academic
and Research-Based Openly Operated
KioskS, it is a stand-alone information
pod designed to reach schools and
communities with limited to no access
to S&T information resources.
STARBOOKS aims to provide science,
technology, and innovation content in

The beneficiaries included Restituto
Peria National High School, Vicente
R. Bumanlag Sr. National High School,
Zaragoza National High School,
Tabacao National High –School,
Eduardo L. Joson Memorial High
School, Triala National High School,
Sto. Rosario National High School,
Nampicuan National High School,
Paitan Sur National High School, and
various formats to help students and Doroteo R. Jose Elementary School.
even communities in the geographically
isolated and disadvantaged areas get DOST CEST program aims to bridge
the benefits of science by learning new technological gaps and helps schools
knowledge and technologies that can adapt to new developments.
uplift their lives.
It also aims to create interest in the field
STARBOOKS contains hundreds of of science and technology which hopes
thousands of digitized science and to increase the number of Filipinos
technology resources in various enrolled in S&T courses. The training
formats (text and video/audio) placed and seminars, on the other hand,
in specially designed “pods” set in an focus on the ICT skills of teachers and
measure their improvement in the use
easy-to-use interface.
of computer software and applications.
Through the Provincial Science and
Technology
Center-Nueva
Ecija
(PSTC-NE), Representative Estrelita
Suansing and Michaela Suansing
requested 10 units of STARBOOKS for

DOST-III, through its CEST program,
will continue to provide sustainable
assistance and interventions that
would encourage the growth and
development of the community.

Super STARBOOKS flies to Batanes
Department
of
Science
and
Technology-Batanes conducted a
users’ training and orientation for
the Super STARBOOKS in Sabtang,
Batanes. STARBOOKS is a standalone information resource pod that
contains thousands of digitized science
and technology resources in various
formats in an easy-to-use interface.
Mitchel
Lechuga,
STARBOOKS
project coordinator in the province,
shares how everyone can benefit
from this innovative S&T learning tool
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as participants shared their stories
on how STARBOOKS benefited their
respective institutions. Later on, the
library-in-a-box was then installed on

the computer unit given by the local
government through the partnership
with the Department of Information and
Communications Technology.
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Pangasinan Gets Internet-Free Info Source from DOST
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AGNO, Pangasinan – The Department
of Science and Technology Regional
Office I (DOST-I) distributed a total
of 136 units of the Science and
Technology Academic and ResearchBased Openly Operated Kiosks or
STARBOOKS that benefitted students
in the far-flung areas of Pangasinan.

thousands of digitized science and
technology resources in various formats
(text and video or audio) set in an easyto-use interface and accessible without
internet connection,” she said.

“It will benefit both the learners and the
teachers,” explained Belen. “As they
continue their academic life despite
the various challenges brought by the
pandemic.”

Belen added that STARBOOKS also
STARBOOKS was developed by
contains other materials including
the DOST-Science and Technology
documentaries, thesis, investigatory
Information Institute in 2011.
projects, different DOST projects, and
In a recent interview, DOST-I
technologies, among others.
STARBOOKS regional deployment
In 2015, STARBOOKS was awarded
officer Mary Ann Belen said the units STARBOOKS were also turned over by the American Library Association
were given to academic and private to schools in the Agno town including Presidential Citation for Innovative
institutions, and local government units Agno Central School, Calomboyan International Library Projects at the
at no cost.
Elementary
School,
Juan
Niño International Librarians Reception at
Elementary School, and Aloleng the San Francisco Library in California.
“STARBOOKS is a stand-alone Elementary School.
(PNA)
information source designed to
reach those with limited or no access Users’ training and orientation were
;
(via Philippine News Agency)
to science and technology (S&T) conducted prior to the deployment of
information resources. It contains the units.

DOST-I awards STARBOOKS to CEST recipients in La Union
31 January 2022 | By CHRISTIAN JASTINE V. MENDOZA

La Union – The Department of Science
and Technology Regional Office
I (DOST-I) through the Provincial
Science and Technology CenterLa Union (PSTC-LU), granted its
beneficiaries with the STARBOOKS
units and devices in Santol, La Union.
About three units of STARBOOKS,
four tablet devices, eight external
drives, and three wi-fi dongles were
distributed among the three select
schools including Sasaba Elementary
School, Banbanaba Primary School,
and Sapdaan Elementary School.
Present during the turnover ceremony
were Sasaba Primary School principal
Nelson
V.
Abalos,
Banbanaba
Elementary School OIC-Head Maricel
A. Turalba and Sapdaan Elementary
School principal Marlon O. Sabado.
Also present to witness the awarding
was LGU Santol Mayor Engr. Magno A.
Wailan.

by the signing of a Memorandum of of students in science and technology
Understanding (MOU) with the school which may increase the number of
beneficiaries and DOST-I represented Filipinos enrolling in S&T courses.
by OIC-PSTD Edison M. Acosta.
DOST-I, through its CEST program,
STARBOOKS, the first Philippine will continue to provide sustainable
Science Digital Library, contains assistance and interventions that
thousands of digitized science and would encourage the growth and
technology resources that aim to create development of the community.
The awarding ceremony was followed interest and enhance the proficiency
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LOOK: Amado Quirit Sr. National High School
Now STARBOOKS Beneficiary in SOCCSKSARGEN

STARBOOKS is the Science and
Technology Academic and ResearchBased Openly-Operated Kiosk Station
known as an offline S&T information
resource tool that helps students gain
access to thousands of information
especially in remote and far-flung areas
of the country.

MALAPATAN, Sarangani – The Amado
Quirit Sr. National High School was one
of the beneficiaries of the STARBOOKS
during the turnover ceremony held
recently at the Alabel National Science
High School gymnasium. Representing

The turnover was done right after
the Memorandum of Understanding
signing between the Department of
Science and Technology Regional
Office XII director Sammy P. Malawan,
and House Representatives Hon.
Steve C. Solon and Hon. Rogelio D.
Pacquiao. Also, the ceremony was
attended by DOST-Saranggani Nabil
A. Hadji Yassin, School Division
Superintendent Gildo G. Mosqueda,
the school to receive the country’s and Norma Rendon.
first library-in-a-box were Mary Faith
Inong Villarubia and Information The STARBOOKS will be installed at
and
Communications
Technology the School Learning Resource Center
Coordinator Marc Zyrel C. Maceren.
for easier access.

Project ACAD

reaches Conconig Elementary School
Ilocos Sur – Empowering the
countryside, the Department of
Science and Technology (DOST)
implemented its program to develop
the marginalized sectors of the country
through the Community Empowerment
thru Science and Technology (CEST)
program.
The program brings in the digital
science libraries in selected schools to
provide students with educational tools
to help them improve their learnings in
the fields of science and mathematics.
One of the beneficiaries was the
Conconig Elementary School (CES),
which received the “Accelerating
Community
Academics
for
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Development Project” grant from DOST
Regional Office I to help communities
in Ilocos Sur get special educational
tools that enhance students' learning in
the insurgency-affected communities.

personnel from CES.

Following the turnover, the personnel
underwent orientation on how to
operate the STARBOOKS and the
science and technology modules. Also,
One component of the project is the an orientation on augmented reality
installation of STARBOOKS, a library- tools for e-learning in the new normal
in-a-box innovation that contains was conducted.
thousands of digitized science and
technology resources in various “We are thankful that this project
formats (text and video/audio) placed in reaches our school, a proof that
a specially designed “pods” for easier despite the pandemic and previous
access.
insurgencies, the government is
addressing the needs of the schools
The STARBOOKS turnover was held and communities like ours,” Rhea S.
at the Ilocos Sur Polytechnic State Cortez said.
College Gymnasium, Santa Maria,
Ilocos Sur, and was attended by faculty
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Communities in Cotabato get S&T support
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North Cotabato – To help students
in barangays get access to science
and technology information, about 90
STARBOOKS units were turned over to
several barangays in North Cotabato
early this 2022.

Recipient institutions comprising local
government units under the National
Task Force to End Local Communist
Armed Conflict barangays, libraries,
and schools including Madrasas
(Islamic Schools) were identified and
endorsed by the Representatives of
STARBOOKS
or
Science
and
the congressional districts, according
Technology Academic and Researchto DOST-XII Regional Director Sammy
Based Openly-Operated KioskS is an
Malawan.
offline ‘library-in-a-box.’ It contains
thousands of S&T information in an
Rep. Joel Sacdalan of the first district,
easy-to-use pod that is designed to be
Rep. Rudy Caoagdan of the second
used in far-flung areas of the country
district, and Rep. Jose Tejada of the
with no internet access.
third district were all present during
About 23 units were handed over to the scheduled MOU signing and
beneficiaries in the first district while turnover ceremony, along with several
37 units were released to the second mayors, barangay captains, and school
district in the afternoon and 30 units principals.
were also given to beneficiaries in the
third district.
Vice Governor Emmylou TaliñoMendoza also joined the activity in
Each
beneficiary
received
a Kidapawan.
STARBOOKS-ready facility consisting
of a computer set, computer stand, and “As we [DOST] bring benefits of S&T
router.
closer to the people in the countryside,
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to your respective constituents, we
are glad that we have supportive
congressional, provincial and local
government units in the Province of
North Cotabato,” RD Malawan said.
He added that DOST-STARBOOKS
was identified as one of the programs
under the National Priority Plan for CY
2021. Given the new normal, this kind
of program becomes more relevant to
the needs of the society.
Developed by the Science and
Technology
Information
Institute
(STII) of the DOST, STARBOOKS was
awarded the 2017 Outstanding Library
Program of the Philippine Association
of Academic Research Librarian, Inc.
along with many other recognitions.
It was also awarded the Presidential
Citation for International Innovative
Library Projects by the American
Library Association (ALA).

STARBOOKS: Sharing S&T knowledge in the community
NORTH COTABATO – Thirty-seven
(37) computer units installed with
DOST-STARBOOKS were turned over
to identified beneficiaries in the Second
District of North Cotabato.
The turnover and distribution of the
complete set of computers took
place right after the signing of the
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
on the implementation of the DOSTSTARBOOKS between the Department
of Science and Technology XII (DOSTXII) and the 2nd Congressional District
of the Province on 17 January 2022 at
Boylyn Pensione Plaza, Kidapawan
City.
According to DOST-XII Regional
Director Sammy Malawan, recipients
comprising
LGUs/
ELCACbarangays, libraries, and schools
including Madrasas (Islamic Schools)
were identified and endorsed by
Representative Rudy Caoagdan.

thousands of S&T information in an among the public so we would not be
easy-to-use pod that is designed to be left behind.
used in far-flung areas of the country
Other guests who took part during the
with no internet access.
activity include City Councilor Marites
Accessible even without the internet, Malaluan representing Kidapawan
STARBOOKS is an effective tool for Mayor Joseph Evangelista; Tomas
knowledge and learning resources in Moneva representing Representative
remote or far-flung areas of the country. Caoagdan; Mayor Egidio Cadungon
of Antipas; Mayor Rene Rubino of
RD
Malawan
emphasized
that Arakan; and Mayor Jonathan Mahimpit
STARBOOKS is not only recommended of President Roxas.
for students and researchers but
their
cooperation,
RD
is designed as well for inventors, Lauding
entrepreneurs/ start-up firms, and Malawan said, “As we [DOST] bring
MSME who are seeking relevant S&T benefits of S&T closer to the people
in the countryside, to your respective
information and knowledge.
constituents, we are glad that we have
“This technology will give the supportive congressional, provincial
opportunity to everyone to be more and local government units in the
competitive,” Vice-Governor Emmylou Province of North Cotabato”.
Taliño-Mendoza said in her message
as one of the witnesses in the MOU DOST Provincial Director Michael Mayo
assured the recipients that the Users’
signing.
VG Mendoza urged everyone to value Training for the DOST-STARBOOKS
the assistance of DOST citing that will be conducted the soonest time
even LGUs are encouraged to make possible, so they can effectively and
necessary infrastructure available, efficiently guide the public in using the
like the library, in the promotion of facility to the whole community.

STARBOOKS
or
Science
and
Technology Academic and ResearchBased Openly-Operated Kiosk is an
offline ‘library-in-a-box.’ It contains knowledge and relevant information

Kabacan, tumanggap ng DOST-STARBOOKS
KABACAN, Cotabato – Laking
pasasalamat ng Lokal na Pamahalaan
ng Kabacan sa pangunguna ni
Kabacan Mayor Herlo P. Guzman Jr.
sa DOST matapos maghandog ang
nasabing tanggapan ng STARBOOKS
o Science and Technology Academic
and Research-Based Openly Operated
Kiosks.

na madagdagan ang
kanilang kaalaman sa
agham at teknolohiya.

Ang nasabing unit ay
tinanggap ng Lokal
na
Pamahalaan
ng
Kabacan
sa
pamamagit an
ni
Municipal
Ito ang kauna-unahang inobasyon Administrator Ben C.
sa larangan ng digital library at Guzman sa bayan ng
maaaring
gamitin
kahit
walang Tulunan.
internet connection. Ito ay naglalayon
na makapagbigay ng impormasyon Masaya
ring
sa lahat ng mamamayan kabilang nakatanggap ng isang computer set Pedtamanan Al-Arabie Al-Islamie ng
ang mga mag-aaral, entrepreneur, at ang Ma’ahad Kabacan Al-Arabie Magatos at Upper Paatan Elementary
maging ang mga nagnanais lamang Al-Islamie ng Kayaga, Madrasah School.
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